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About This Content
Wargame: Red Dragon is back with a free and brand new 10v10 map: Russian Roulette
The Russian Roulette map features an innovative circular level design that has armies intertwined at the start, rather than facing
each other. With six twin deployment zones available at the edges of the map, Russian Roulette alternates and provides each
side with three, allowing them to directly flank one another right from the beginning.
Secure the flanks while moving towards the center to take hold of the command zones, or choose to regroup, thus leaving easy
points & reinforcement zones to the enemy.
Setting a few records for the Wargame: Red Dragon franchise, Russian Roulette features the largest playable area ever designed
for the game, allowing large-scale maneuvers. It’s also the map with the highest density of fields and gameplay elements ever
made, leaving ample room for ambushes and sneak tactics.
Do you dare play Russian Roulette?
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Amazing game except the fact that you literally could make a family, have kids, die of old age every
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING TIME the aliens make a MOVE.
Just give me the option to skip the cutscenes dammit.. Cool Player :). really bad framerates, nearly unplayable. THIS GAME IS
AUTOCRAP ONLY TWO MAPS ACUALLY WORK FOR BUILDING IN DONT BUY IT. My first dlc, use to regular on all
lines, I use to ride on them as a kid, so I have soft spot for them,,,
Good value for money... If you own a line with a lot of station's on, they're really good fun in QD.. I think that I've been spoiled
when it comes to Choice games. This game isn't bad on it's own, but when compared to other options it simply falls flat. I often
felt a bit railroaded, and that my choices only barely mattered. When the game ended I thought I was only halfway through it,
and the ending scene was entirely underwhelming. All in all, kind of a disappointing game.
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Loved part one but part two was just bad. Short and disapointing with linear choices. Everything just felt lackluster in it.
Although I did hear there will be a update with more content for it. If so, I'll play again and re-evaluate.. Very. Nice.. As always
with BrainGoodGames, this game is lots of fun and very challenging. It takes a while to grasp the rules but once you understand
them you will appreciate the complex strategies you can use.
The tutorial will get you started but I recommend turning on practise mode to really learn the rules and not lose ranks. The
support from BrainGoodGames is great as always.
. Have to say, this was pretty cool! Short but gets the point across that these type of CG cinematic experiences are the future of
entertainment!
Cons: No spatial headtracking on HTC Vive, seems to be a current bug that the devs are aware of.
Also, doesn't have Vive controller support so you need to use your keyboard.. I find this game to be very entertaining for what it
is. It is a top down shooter that turns into a side scroller from time to time. It is really fun game that allows you to fight parasites
inside of a host useing nano bots.. It's like Bad Rats but with Magnifying Glass's. Great game for the price point. Has plenty of
content to keep you busy for a number of hours, nice progression as a character, at least down the "might" path, havent tried the
others. Love that its like an old school action rpg, kinda diablo 1 style but with the ability to terraform\/carve your way through
the world, and the best items and abilities are crafted. using this as a base, this game could be expanded to be to old school
action RPG's what terrarria is to the metroidvania series.
TL:DR great game for price but i want to see it grow, could become something amazing.. No other game I own has provided me
as much entertainment as this one. It holds up well, with excellent stories and mechanics. Couldn't recommend it enough to any
Elder Scrolls or general RPG fan. A classic of the open-world genre.. Very easy and repetetive quiz game. Im a huge sim fan
and a friend told me about the basketball series that lets you export draft classes from the college version to the pro version.
This offers the same not to mention a great recruiting system unlike Bowl Bound and a pretty detailed menu layout also. Heavily
enjoying so far.
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